
The story of Vecta Design 

Lorinda Mamo has said that: "Every great design begins with an even better story." Vecta Design 

story began on 2006, when two young people decided to sell their apartment and start the first 

professional manufacture of stretch ceilings in the Baltic countries. Even though the representatives 

from large manufacturing companies from Poland suggested to choose the reseller position, but 

Vitalii and Diana had more courage and ambition. The idea came from one Russian construction TV 

show, where Vitalii saw the stretch ceiling solution that amazed him. They bought the necessary 

equipment, although they didnt have any skills about how to properly use those machines. One week 

course in Sankt Petersburg gave him even more enthusiasm to start the production. There were 

some twenty-four hours testing days in the small production room and many poor quality material 

jointing tests, but Vitalii doesn`t like to give up, neither to accept any quality deficiencies. Finally 

satisfied with the quality of the production, they started to search the clients and sell their ceiling 

solutions. Worth mentioning that just a year later the specialist who had trained Vitalii, came to 

Estonia to learn new techniques from him. Despite the tough start, the purpose of the whole activity 

ever since has been to create unique and inspiring interior design solutions. So this is where the 

dedication and willingness to do better can bring one.  

Missing engineering education has not been any obstacle to come up with totally brilliant profile 

design solutions that nobody in this business have ever done before. This is excitement that allows 

him to find the perfect solution to even the most complex and ambitious project, because there are 

endless possibilities in the stretch material use and combination with other materials aswell as 

lighting sources. Nowadays Vecta Design offers a complete line of products with many unique 

profiles and new lighting solutions in combination with excellent quality and variation of stretch 

ceiling materials. We offer everything one professional needs in order to create modern-day elegant 

and consistently exciting interior design. 

Vecta Design is perfect businesspartner if You are looking for consistently good quality and 

sophisticated solutions.  It is really easy to create positive emotions – our interior design solutions, 

that meet Your needs, will make it happen. 


